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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider a ranking problem in which we would like
to order a set of items by utility or relevance, while also considering
the visibility of different groups of items. To solve this problem,
we adopt a supervised learning to rank approach that learns a
ranking function from a set of training examples, which are queries
and ranked lists of documents for each query. We consider that
the elements to be ranked are divided into two groups: protected
and non-protected. Following long-standing empirical observations
showing that users of information retrieval systems rarely look
past the first few results, we consider that some items receive more
exposure than others. Our objective is to produce a ranker that
is able to reproduce the ordering of the training set, which is the
standard objective in learning to rank, but that additionally gives
protected elements sufficient exposure, compared to non-protected
elements. We demonstrate how to describe this objective formally,
how to achieve it effectively and implement it, and present an
experimental study describing how large differences in exposure
can be reduced without having to introduce large distortions in the
ranking utility.
1 INTRODUCTION
Ranked search results, news feeds, and recommendations, have
become themainmechanism bywhichwe find and discover content,
products, places, and people online. These rankings are typically
constructed to provide a maximum utility to searchers, for instance,
by ordering items by decreasing probability of being relevant [19].
However, there are reasons to depart from a simple ranking by
relevance or utility. One of them, described over 20 years ago, is
diversity [6], which is typically introduced to avoid redundancy
and/or to incorporate uncertainty on query intent.
When the items to be ranked represent people, and also to some
extent when they represent businesses and places, ranking algo-
rithms have consequences that go beyond the utility for searchers.
With hiring, selecting, purchasing, and dating being increasingly
mediated by algorithms, rankings may determine career and busi-
ness opportunities, educational placement, access to benefits, and
even social and reproductive success. Over the past decade, re-
searchers in data mining and machine learning have been increas-
ingly concerned with systematic biases against a group (i.e., group
discrimination), caused in part by historic and current discrimi-
nation patterns in society making its way into data-driven mod-
els. This line of research started with knowledge discovery prob-
lems [18], but has branched out into a number of data-driven areas,
showing how already disadvantaged people may further lose visi-
bility and hence opportunity [13].
A common element in this line of research is the presence of a
historically and currently disadvantaged protected group, and a con-
cern with disparate impact, i.e., loss of opportunity for the protected
group independently of whether they are (intentionally) treated
differently. In the case of rankings, a natural way of understanding
disparate impact is by considering differences in exposure [22] or in-
equality of attention [3], which translate into systematic differences
in access to economic or social opportunities.
Disparate exposure in rankings. There are a number of situa-
tions, sometimes happening simultaneously, that may lead us to an
objective of reducing disparate exposure in information retrieval
systems. First, there can be a situation in which minimal differences
in relevance/utility translate into large differences in exposure for
different groups [3, 22], because of the large skew in the distri-
bution of exposure brought by positional bias [17]. Second, there
can be a legal requirement, policy, or voluntary commitment that
requires that elements in the protected group are given sufficient
visibility among the top positions in a ranking [7, 28]. Third, there
can be systematic differences in the way in which documents are
constructed, as in the case of different sections in online resumes,
which are completed at different rates by men and women [2]; these
differences may systematically affect ranking algorithms. Fourth,
there can be systematic differences in the way existing rankings
have been generated, such as a particular process for merging lists
that uses a different probability for picking elements from each
group [25].
These situations point to two conceptually different goals: re-
ducing inequality of opportunities and reducing discrimination (as
defined by, among others, Roemer [20], chapter 12). Equality of
opportunity seeks to correct a historical or present disadvantage
for a group of society, and is the main driving force behind posi-
tive action programs, while non-discrimination seeks to allocate
resources in a way that does not consider irrelevant attributes, and
is a matter of efficiency. Equality of opportunity directly benefits
individuals that experience a situation of disadvantage and indi-
rectly benefits society at large; non-discrimination directly benefits
both. The method we propose can be applied in both cases, as our
experiments show.
Problem statement (specified formally in Section 3). We address
the problem of reducing disparate exposure in search results, when
such results are generated using a learning-to-rank framework.
Our approach consists on extending the learning to rank objective
function by adding a disparate exposure penalty. This requires to
measure disparate exposure in a way that: (i) can be computed with
the data available in a typical learning-to-rank setting, and (ii) can
be optimized efficiently considering a potentially large training
dataset. The result is an in-processing approach to fairness-aware
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rankings, which is different from a pre-processing approach, in
which training data is altered, or a post-processing approach, in
which the output is re-ranked.
Our contribution. List-wise learning-to-rank methods provide a
natural way of expressing objectives related to exposure, and are
the starting point of our research. We extend the list-wise approach
introduced in a seminal paper by Cao et al. [5] with a probabilistic
metric for exposure inspired by Singh and Joachims [22], and opti-
mize a loss function that considers both similarity of the resulting
ranking with training examples, as well as similarity of exposure
across groups. We perform extensive experiments showing the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of this method with real-world datasets in
two natural settings for this (expert search using textual data, and
university admissions using relational data), as well as experiments
in synthetic datasets to obtain insights on the effectiveness of the
method under different circumstances.
2 RELATEDWORK
Fairness in data-driven modeling. In recent years the data min-
ing and machine learning communities have been increasingly
concerned with algorithmic bias, particularly with the fact that sen-
sitive attributes such as gender, race, or disability status, have been
found to have an observable impact on outcomes from data mining
and machine learning algorithms [13]. The study of algorithmic
discrimination is connected to open debates in moral philosophy in-
cluding, among other topics, distributive justice and egalitarianism
(see, e.g., Binns [4]).
Research on algorithmic fairness seeks to detect andmitigate algo-
rithmic discrimination against protected groups, which are socially
salient groups. Membership in such groups defines a protected
characteristic. Algorithmic fairness as defined by Žliobaite˙ [23]
seeks that: (1) people that are similar in terms of non-protected
characteristics should receive similar predictions, and (2) differ-
ences in predictions across groups of people can only be as large as
justified by non-protected characteristics. It is important to notice
that given the dependency between sensitive and non-sensitive
attributes, merely removing sensitive attributes may have little or
no effect on a data-driven model [14].
There are various approaches to algorithmic fairness. A basic
method for algorithmic fairness seeks to reduce disparate impact
by achieving statistical parity between the outcomes for protected
and non-protected elements; however, this can be inadequate if the
outcomes also depend on non-protected, legitimate attributes [11].
Other methods define algorithmic fairness in terms of predicted
and actual outcomes, reducing differences in false positive or true
positive rates that have been called disparate mistreatment [15, 27].
Our research is inspired by these works, in the sense that the in-
crease in exposure of a protected group that we seek, is comparable
to the increase in the rate of positive outcomes that fairness-aware
machine learning researchers seek. However, our goal is ranking,
not classification.
Fairness in rankings. In comparison with research on fair classi-
fication, much less work has been done on fair rankings. Fairness
in ranking is concerned with discrimination but also with issues
of representativeness and on new evaluation metrics that extend
relevance-based ones [9]. At a high level, this research is moti-
vated by producing rankings based on relevant characteristics of
items, in which items belonging to the protected group are not
under-represented or pushed systematically to lower ranking posi-
tions [26].
Yang and Stoyanovich [25] introduce a generativemodel for rank-
ings with two groups (protected and non-protected). This model is
based on ranking the two groups separately, and thenmerging these
rankings by drawing independently at random the next element
with probability p from the protected group, and with probability
1 − p from the non-protected group. They also introduce a series of
ranking-aware measures of disparity, such as averaging differences
in NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) at different
cut-off points across both groups.
Zehlike et al. [28] construct a statistical test for the generative
model of Yang and Stoyanovich [25], and given a parameter p and a
statistical significance α , reject a ranking that has probably not been
generated according to this process, based on an adjusted binomial
test. The test is based on a minimal number of protected elements at
each position. They also provide a method for generating a ranking
that passes this statistical test, given two separate rankings for the
two groups. Celis et al. [7] consider a situation in which several
protected groups exist and hence several vectors containing the
exact number of protected elements (one per group) at each position
are given as input.
Singh and Joachims [21] introduce the concept of exposure of
a group based on empirical observations that show that the prob-
ability that a user examines an item ranked at a certain position,
decreases rapidly with the position. Given a vector of relevance
scores or utilities for each item, a vector indicating group member-
ship, and a vector of exposures associated to each ranking position,
they construct a probabilistic ranking bounding the difference of
the summation of the exposure of the two groups.
Biega et al. [3], in work parallel to Singh and Joachims [21], in-
troduce an integer linear programming formulation that receives
a vector of relevance scores and produces a ranking that places
high-scoring elements first, and at the same time minimizes the
accumulated attention received by elements in both groups. In-
terestingly, they incorporate the idea of optimizing for amortized
attention across several queries in an online manner.
Zehlike et al. [28], Singh and Joachims [21] and Biega et al. [3]
take as input scores representing the relevance or utility of items.
To the best of our knowledge, previous works in fair rankings [3,
7, 21, 25, 28] are either concerned with creating a fairness-aware
ranking given a set of scores, or can be considered post-processing
approaches—they are given a ranking and re-rank elements to
achieve a desired objective. In contrast, our approach is learning-
based and in-processing, because while it learns a ranking function
it applies an additional objective that reduces disparate exposure.
Diversity in rankings. Comparatively, diversity in ranking has
been explored more in depth in information retrieval than fairness.
A classical definition of diversity is related to themarginal relevance
of a document for a user, considering the documents ranked above
it, that the user has already seen [6]. Another often-used definition
is that diversity should be understood as a way of incorporating
uncertainty over user intents, in the sense that all queries have some
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degree of ambiguity [1]. Both interpretations (“seeking variety” and
“hedging bets”) are present in contemporary accounts of diversity
in data-driven methods [10].
In contrast with diversification approaches, we are not concerned
exclusively with the utility that search system users receive, but also
with the exposure of the items being ranked, which can represent
individual, organizations, or places. In other words, we also consider
their utility. Another key difference is that diversification is usually
symmetric so groups are interchangeable, while fairness-aware
algorithms are usually not symmetric, as they focus on increasing
the overall benefit received by a disadvantaged or protected group.
3 DISPARATE EXPOSURE IN LEARNING TO
RANK
In this section we describe our method,DELTR (Disparate Exposure
in Learning To Rank). We assume that the retrieved items represent
people belonging to two distinct socially salient groups (such asmen
and women, or majority and minority ethnicity). Using a standard
concept from non-discriminatory data mining, we assume one of
these groups is protected [18]. DELTR is a supervised learning-to-
rank algorithm that not only seeks to minimize ranking errors with
respect to training data, but also to reduce possible disadvantages
experienced by the protected group in terms of exposure.
We describe the algorithm in terms of the two standard phases
in supervised learning: training and testing. At training time, we
are given an annotated set consisting of queries and ordered lists
of items or documents for each query. The algorithm learns from
training data by minimizing a loss function. At testing time, we
provide a query and a document collection, and expect as output a
set of top-k items from the collection that should be relevant for the
query, and should not exhibit a large measure of disparate exposure.
DELTR originates from ListNet [5], which is a list-wise learning to
rank approach. In contrast to other types of learning-to-rank such
as pair-wise and point-wise, list-wise learning to rank provides a
natural way of expressing disparate exposure within the learning
function.
We first formalize and explain standard list-wise learning to rank
(Section 3.1. Then, we introduce a measure of disparate exposure
(Section 3.2). Next, we combine the loss function from the standard
learning to rank approach with the measure of disparate exposure
(Section 3.3). Finally, we show how this can be implemented using
Gradient Descent (Section 3.4).
3.1 Learning to Rank
Our notation, partially adapted from Cao et al. [5] and follow-up
learning-to-rank literature, is summarized on Table 1. We consider
a set of queries Q with |Q |= m and a set of documents D with
|D |= n. Each queryq is associated with a list of candidate documents
d (q) ⊆ D. We denote by s(q)i ∈ R+0 for q ∈ Q ; i = 1, 2, . . . , |d (q) | a
judgment on document d (q)i for query q, that indicates the extent
to which document candidate d (q)i is relevant for q.
Each list of candidate documents is associated with a list of judg-
ments: d (q) → s(q) =
(
s
(q)
1 , s
(q)
2 , . . . , s
(q)
n(q)
)
. For a clearer distinction
between different judgment sets we call y(q) the judgments of the
training data and yˆ(q) the judgments predicted by the model.
Table 1: Summary of Notation
Q set of queries q with |Q |=m
D set of documents
d (q)i a document associated to query q
s (q)i a general judgment on document d
(q)
i for query q
x (q)i feature vector for document d
(q)
i
y (q) list of training judgments
f ranking model
yˆ (q) list of predicted judgments
L error between the training judgments and those predicted by
model f
Ps (i ) probability for document i to be ranked at the top position
Gk groups of documents identifiable by the presence or absence
of sensitive attributes
vj position bias
U disparate exposure metric
LDELTR loss function that incorporates L and U at the same time
γ tuning parameter
Given a query-document pair (q,d (q)i ) we can create a feature
vector x (q)i . Each list of feature vectors x
(q) =
(
x
(q)
1 ,x
(q)
2 , . . . ,x
(q)
n(q)
)
and the corresponding list of judgmentsy(q) =
(
y
(q)
1 ,y
(q)
2 , . . . ,y
(q)
n(q)
)
form an instance of the training set T =
{
(x (q),y(q))
}
q∈Q . The stan-
dard learning-to-rank objective is then to learn a ranking function f
that outputs a new judgment yˆ(q)i for each feature vector x
(q)
i which
forms a second list of judgments yˆ(q) =
(
f (x (q)1 ), f (x
(q)
2 ), . . . , f (x
(q)
n(q)
)
)
.
Ideally, the function f should be such that the sum of the dif-
ferences (or losses) L between the training judgments y(q) and the
predicted judgments yˆ(q), are minimized:
min
(∑
q∈Q
L
(
y(q), yˆ(q)
))
List-wise learning to rank and probabilitymodels. In list-wise
learning to rank, training elements are processed as lists of elements
(not as individual elements having scores, which corresponds to
point-wise learning to rank, or as pairs of elements, which corre-
sponds to pair-wise learning to rank). As rankings are combinatorial
objects the naive approach to find an optimal solution for L leads
to exponential execution time in the number of documents. Hence
instead of considering an actual permutation of documents we will
reuse Theorem 6 and Lemma 7 from Cao et al. [5], which focuses
on the probability for a document d (q)i to be ranked onto the top
position:
Ps (q)
(
d
(q)
i
)
=
ϕ
(
s
(q)
i
)
∑n
j=1 ϕ
(
s
(q)
j
) (1)
with ϕ : R+0 −→ R+ being an increasing strictly positive function
and in which s(q)j denotes a relevance score/judgment for document
j. The top-one-probabilities Ps (q) (d
(q)
i ) form a probability distribu-
tion Ps (q) over d (q).
In a general list-wise learning-to-rank setting the document judg-
ments s(q) are given as lists of scores that represent the respective
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relevance degree of document d (q)i to query q. Following Cao et al.
[5], we return documents sorted by decreasing top-one probabilities
as predicted by our algorithm.
Loss function in list-wise learning to rank. Setting Ps (q) to
Py (q) (x
(q)
i ) or Pyˆ (q) (x
(q)
i ) respectively, leads to a way of measuring
the distance between the judgments provided in the training set
y(q) and the judgments yˆ(q) produced by our function f . Following
Cao et al. [5] we use the Cross Entropy metric for the loss function
L:
L
(
y(q), yˆ(q)
)
= −
|d (q) |∑
i=1
Py (q) (x
(q)
i ) log
(
Pyˆ (q) (x
(q)
i )
)
(2)
3.2 Disparate Exposure Across Groups
We assume that items in D belong to different groups, which we
denote by Gp . In this work we consider a binary setting in which
p ∈ {0, 1}, and denote G0 as the non-protected group, and G1 as
the protected group. Being in the protected or non-protected group
is usually associated with the presence or absence of a certain
protected attribute, such as having a disability or belonging to a
minority.
A protected group experiences disparate exposure if its members
are systematically ranked lower than those of the non-protected
group. As argued in Section 1, the exposure of a ranked item is
crucial for its visibility to users. In particular, a protected group
may, due to pre-existing and technical bias [12] have a significant
disadvantage in the training dataset and will hence experience dis-
parate exposure in the predicted rankings. In this work we therefore
require the learning-to-rank objective to optimize the results not
only for accuracy with respect to the training data, but also with
respect to the exposure of the protected group.
Singh and Joachims [22] define the exposure of a document d in
a ranked list generated by a probabilistic ranking P as:
Exposure (d |P) =
n∑
j=1
Pd, j · vj
where Pd, j is the probability that document d will be ranked in
position j, and vj is the position bias of position j, indicating its
relative importance for users of a ranking system. We use a loga-
rithmic discount function vj = 1log(1+j ) which is commonly used
for evaluating retrieval systems [16].
We adopt the first definition of equal exposure in Singh and
Joachims [22], demographic parity, which requires that the average
exposure across items from all groups is equal. Given that in our
framework for efficiency reasons and following Cao et al. [5] we
deal only with top-one probabilities, we compute the exposure of
document d (q)i represented by features x
(q)
i as its probability of
achieving the top position:
Exposure
(
x
(q)
i |Pyˆ (q)
)
= Pyˆ (q)
(
x
(q)
i
)
· v1 . (3)
Hence, the average exposure of documents in group Gp is
Exposure(Gp |Pyˆ (q) ) =
1
|Gp |
∑
x (q)i ∈Gp
Exposure(x (q)i |Pyˆ (q) ) . (4)
Finally, we formulate the criterion for disparate exposure using
the squared hinge loss; this allows us to have a differentiable loss
function that prefers rankings in which the exposure of the pro-
tected group is not less than the exposure of the non-protected
group:
U (yˆ(q)) = max
(
0,Exposure(G0 |Pyˆ (q) ) − Exposure(G1 |Pyˆ (q) )
)2
.
(5)
We remark that other definitions of disparate exposure are pos-
sible and can be adopted within our framework.
3.3 Formal Problem Statement
Learning to rank obtains a ranking function f that is learnt by
solving a minimization problem with respect to a loss function L,
as described in Section 3.1. In our case, we learn f by solving a
minimization problem with respect to loss function LDELTR , which
incorporates a measure of accuracy with respect to the training
data L, as well as a measure of disparate exposureU with respect
to the generated judgment distribution. Specifically, we seek to
minimize a weighted summation of these two elements, controlled
by a parameter γ ∈ R+0 :
LDELTR
(
y(q), yˆ(q)
)
= L
(
y(q), yˆ(q)
)
+ γU
(
yˆ(q)
)
(6)
with larger γ expressing preference for solutions that reduce dis-
parate exposure for the protected group, and smaller γ expressing
preference for solutions that reduce the differences in judgment dis-
tributions between the training data and the output of the ranking
algorithm.
We remark that U only depends on yˆ and is hence not directly
affected by biases in the training data, which can be due to historic
discrimination or erratic data collection procedures.
3.4 Optimization
Reusing the ListNet algorithm of [5] we also combine a linear model
ω with Gradient Descent as an optimization algorithm to find an
optimal solution for LDELTR . For the ranking function to infer the
document judgments we use fω (x
(q)
i ) = ⟨ω · x
(q)
i ⟩. We can now
rewrite the top-one-probability for a document (Equation 1) and
set ϕ to an exponential function, which is strictly positive and
increasing and convenient to derive:
Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i ) =
exp(fω (x
(q)
i ))∑n
k=1 exp(fω (x
(q)
k ))
(7)
To useGradient Descentwe need the derivative ofLDELTR(y(q), yˆ(q))
which in turn consists of the derivatives of the disparate exposure
and accuracy metric respectively.
∂LDELTR
(
y(q), yˆ(q)
)
∂ω
= ∂L(y
(q), yˆ(q))
∂ω
+ γ · ∂U (yˆ
(q))
∂ω
(8)
This derivative is provided on Appendix A and used in our code
and experiments.
Setting the trade-off paramenter. The parameter γ depends on
desired trade-offs between ranking utility and disparate exposure
that are application-dependent. Experimentally we consider two
settings: γlarge in which γ is comparable to the value of the standard
loss L, and γsmall in which it is an order of magnitude smaller.
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(a) Case where all non-protected elements appear first in the training set
(b) Case where all protected elements appear first in the training set
Figure 1: Depiction of experimental results on synthetic
data. Top:DELTR reduces disparate exposure. Bottom: asym-
metry in DELTR, which does not change rankings if pro-
tected elements already appear in the first positions (in
these experiments, γsmall = 75; γlarge = 150).
4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we experimentally evaluate DELTR. We first demon-
strate it over a synthetic dataset, which is helpful to understand
how the method works (Section 4.1). Then, we introduce three
real-world datasets (Section 4.2) and present the results of applying
DELTR on them (Section 4.3).
4.1 Experiments on Synthetic Data
The synthetic dataset has a single input query and each item d (q)i is
represented by two features: their protection status p and a score
between 0 and 1: x (q)i = (x
(q)
i,1 ,x
(q)
i,2 ). The attribute xi,1 is 0 if the
item belongs to the non-protected group G0, or 1 if it belongs to
the protected group G1. The scores xi,2 are distributed uniformly
at random over two non-overlapping intervals: [A0,B0] for the
non-protected group, and [A1,B1] for the protected group.
Training documents are ordered by decreasing scores, hence the
top element is the one that has the highest score. We first consider
a scenario in which B1 < A0 and hence all protected elements
have strictly smaller scores than all non-protected elements. This
means that the training list has the non-protected elements at the
top. Figure 1(a) depicts this case for a synthetic workload of 50
documents. A standard learning to rank algorithm in this case places
all non-protected elements above all protected elements, giving
them a larger exposure. Instead, DELTR with increasing values
of γ reduces the disparate exposure, while still considering the
discrepancy in the score values. Figure 1(b) shows the asymmetry
of the method, in the sense that if the protected elements already
appear above the non-protected elements, and hence receive an
Table 2: Datasets used in our experiments.
Engineering
students
Law students W3C experts
Queries Academic years Entire dataset Technical topics
|Q | 5 1 60
Folds 5 (20% test) 1 (20% test) 6 (16.6% test)
Items Students Students Experts
|Dq | ≈700 ≈6,000 200
Features High-school
grades and
admission tests
High-school
grades and
admission tests
Text retrieval
features
on e-mails
Ranked
by
Grades after first
year
Grades after first
year
Gender, then
expertise (binary)
Protected
group(s)
Women; Students
from public high
schools
Women; Ethnic
Minorities
Women
exposure that is larger than the one of non-protected elements (by
having B0 < A1), there is no change introduced by DELTR with
respect to the standard learning to rank approach.
4.2 Real-World Datasets
We next consider three real-world datasets, which are summarized
on Table 2 and further visualized in Appendix C. They help us
study non-discrimination, through experiments that seek to reduce
disparities due to biases that are unrelated to utility, and help us
study equality of opportunity, through experiments that seek to
reduce social disparities that pre-exist. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, these are the prototypical cases for applying this kind of
method [20].
W3C experts (TREC Enterprise Dataset). The task in this case
is to retrieve a sorted list of experts for a given topic, given a corpus
of e-mails written by possible candidates.
The dataset corresponds to the expert search task at the TREC
2005 Enterprise Track [8]. It contains 198,395 mail messages in
mailing lists of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The task
consists on finding experts on a given topic. We computed a series
of text retrieval features such as word count and normalized tf-idf
scores for each query-document pair, as described in Appendix B.
A series of 60 topics and a list of hand-picked experts for each
topic are provided; each list contains between 7 and 20 experts,
which are all considered equally expert. The number of candidates
(people who authored at least one e-mail) is 1092. To improve the
quality of retrieval, we manually created a set of query terms for
each topic; these are included in our data release. We considered a
scenario in which women are the protected group. Women com-
prise 10.5% of e-mail authors and on average 13.93% of experts
across queries. However the number of female experts per query
varies strongly by query. For example query EXTRAIN02 (“Timed
Text”) has 14 men and 0 women experts whereas query EXTRAIN06
(“Communications Team”) has 3 men and 4 women (57.1%).
Engineering students. The task in this case is to sort a list of
applicants to a university by predicted academic performance, in
which academic performance is measured by grades after the first
year in university.
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The dataset we use for this task contains anonymized historical
information from first-year students at a large school in a university
(details withheld for double-blind review). It covers 5 years and on
average 675 students per year. Most of them (94.17%) are admitted
to the university based on a standardized, country-wide university
admission test named PSU (University Selection Test) and their
high-school grades. Other students are admitted through positive
action programs aimed at outstanding students from public schools
(4.06%), female applicants (1.04%), and students who excel in sports
(0.74%).
For each student, the following features are available:
• Their average high-school grades, computed using an official
standardization formula.
• Their scores in math, language, and science in the PSU test.
• The number of university credits taken, passed, and failed
during the first year.
• The average grades at the end of their first year.
Additionally, we are given the gender for each student, and whether
he or she comes from a public high school or from a private or
semi-private (voucher-funded) one. We considered two scenarios,
one in which women are the protected group (they comprise less
than 21% of students), and one in which students from public high
schools are the protected group (measures of educational quality
have consistently shown public high schools lag behind private
ones in this country [reference withheld for double-blind review]).
Law students. This dataset originates from a study by Wightman
[24] that examined in response to rumors suggesting bar passage
rates were so low among examinees of color that potential appli-
cants were questioning if the LSAT (Law Students Admission Test)
is biased against ethnic minorities. It contains anonymized histor-
ical information from first-year students at different law schools
in the US and consists of 21,792 students in total. For the different
experiments we divided the candidates into protected and non-
protected groups. When dividing by gender, we consider women
as the protected group. When dividing by ethnicity, we consider
protected groups that are minorities: ‘Asian’, ‘Black’, ‘Hispanic’,
‘Mexican’ and ‘Puerto Rican’, while the non-protected group is the
majority (‘white’). We present results for ‘Black’ which is the largest
minority.
For each student, the following features are available:
• Average high-school grades
• Scores in a law school specific entrance test .
• The average grades at the end of their first year.
Additionally, we are given the gender and ethnicity for each student.
We considered six scenarios, one in which women are the protected
group (they comprise less than 44% of students), and five in which
students from each minority ethnicity are the protected group
(Asians comprise less than 4%, blacks less than 6%, Hispanics about
2%, Mexicans less than 2%, and Puerto Ricans less than 1%).
The experimental setting is very similar to the engineering stu-
dents. We also predict academic performance after the first year
in university on the basis of high school grades and a university
entrance test. The prediction in both cases is done on the basis of
high school grades and scores in a standardized test. Appendix C
contains score distributions across groups for both the engineering
and law students datasets.
4.3 Experimental Results
Each experiment considers three approaches. First, a “colorblind”
approach in which a standard learning to rank approach (Cao et al.
[5], i.e., DELTR with γ = 0) is applied over all the non-sensitive
attributes. Second, the same learning to rank approach in which all
attributes are used (including the protected attribute), and again,
differences in exposure are not considered in the loss function
(γ = 0). Note that even in the absence of a dedicated protected
attribute in the training data, a protected group might experience
disparate exposure if a non-sensitive attribute or a combination of
them strongly correlates with group membership (the “red-lining
effect”). Third, our DELTR approach with a non-zero γ , meaning
that the loss function considers differences in exposure.
Experiment 1: W3C experts, gender as protected attribute.
Our training data corresponds to 50 queries in each of the cross-
validation folds. Test data consists of ten queries per fold. The
available expert relevance judgments are binary (expert or non-
expert). For each query, we create a list of 200 people with experts
at the top, followed by random non-experts sampled using the same
male/female proportion as for the entire set of candidates. We sort
the training list for each of these training queries in the following
order: 1. all male experts, 2. all female experts, 3. all male non-
experts, and 4. all female non-experts. This simulates a scenario
where expertise has been judged correctly (by assumption in this
test dataset), but training lists have been ordered with a bias against
women, by placing them systematically belowmen having the same
level of expertise.
Experimental results are shown on Table 3, averaged over all
folds with 10 queries per fold, using γsmall = 20K , γlarge = 200K .
We observe that in this experiment (as in experiment 4 below),
colorblind is the best approach, because it has both the highest
precision and the highest exposure for the protected group. We
remark that there are cases (experiment 3), in which colorblind
is the worst approach. The standard learning to rank, which uses
gender as a feature, gives it an undue weight because of the bias in
the training set. Indeed, it exaggerates bias against women, placing
all women at the bottom of the ranking, as shown in Figure 2(b).
In contrast, DELTR reduces the gap in exposure between men and
women, with a small penalty in the relevance of the output (as
shown on Table 3).
Figure 2 depicts the proportion of men and women in a ranking
averaged over all folds. In Figure 2(b) we can see how learning to
rank places all women at the bottom of the list, even those that
were considered experts in the ground truth. DELTR corrects this
bias, as can be seen in Figure 2(d).
Experiment 2: Engineering students, gender as protected at-
tribute. Our training data for one fold of the cross-validation cor-
responds to four generations of students in four years. The ground
truth is created by sorting students by decreasing grades upon fin-
ishing the first year, in which grades are weighted by the credits of
each course they passed (and divided by the total number of credits
they took). This places first the students with the highest grades
who passed all the courses. In this experiment, we consider women
as the protected group.
Table 3 summarizes the results obtained by applying the ranker
learned with the first four generations of students over a fifth
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Table 3: Summary of experimental results comparing colorblind, learning to rank (LTR) and DELTR. In three experiments,
women are the protected group,while in the third experiment, students frompublic high schools are the protected group and in
the fifth experiment black students are the protected group. ForW3Cwe consider P@5 andP@10 as relevancemeasure because
only up to 20 candidates are ground truth experts. For the engineering and law school dataset we simulate the selection of top
100 (top 500 respectively) candidates for admission, and evaluate if we lose precision in the entire ranked result (Kendall’s τ ).
Exposure is measured using a positional discount of 1/log(pos + 1) and averaged across members of a group. Median positions
are such that position 1 corresponds to the top element. Results are averaged across all cross-validation folds and test queries.
Dataset / Protected Attribute Relevance Exposure Median Position
1. W3C / Gender P@5 P@10 Men Women Men Women
Ground truth – – 0.256 0.207 93.0 190.4
Colorblind LTR 0.190 0.182 0.252 0.236 99.1 123.9
LTR 0.193 0.178 0.257 0.195 91.3 189.8
DELTR, small γ 0.183 0.178 0.256 0.201 92.3 179.5
DELTR, large γ 0.190 0.180 0.255 0.211 93.9 163.7
2. Engineering / Gender τ P@100 Men Women Men Women
Ground truth – – 0.209 0.190 223.5 293.1
Colorblind LTR 0.382 0.574 0.209 0.190 225.9 296.1
LTR 0.384 0.582 0.211 0.181 213.7 361.3
DELTR, small γ 0.385 0.580 0.211 0.183 215.2 343.9
DELTR, large γ 0.370 0.564 0.206 0.201 241.8 233.0
3. Engineering / High school τ P@100 Private Public Private Public
Ground truth – – 0.212 0.202 249.4 218.4
Colorblind LTR 0.382 0.574 0.208 0.200 227.8 258.8
LTR 0.390 0.582 0.201 0.215 264.4 198.1
DELTR, small γ 0.390 0.582 0.201 0.215 264.4 197.9
DELTR, large γ 0.391 0.582 0.200 0.215 265.3 197.1
4. Law / Gender τ P@500 Men Women Men Women
Ground truth – – 0.140 0.140 2112.0 2279.5
Colorblind LTR 0.202 0.230 0.139 0.140 2186.5 2169.0
LTR 0.181 0.212 0.143 0.136 2059.5 2356.5
DELTR, small γ 0.200 0.216 0.142 0.136 2068.0 2317.0
DELTR, large γ 0.181 0.226 0.141 0.138 2177.5 2189.5
5. Law / Race τ P@500 White Black White Black
Ground truth – – 0.143 0.128 1860.5 3357.0
Colorblind LTR 0.195 0.236 0.142 0.135 1926.5 2468.0
LTR 0.184 0.202 0.143 0.122 1824.5 3769.0
DELTR, small γ 0.173 0.202 0.143 0.125 1849.5 3658.0
DELTR, large γ 0.130 0.190 0.142 0.144 1936.5 2316.0
generation (γsmall = 3K , γlarge = 50K ). All approaches are similar
in terms of Kendall’s τ between the order predicted by the ranking
and their order by grades (τ ≈ 0.37 − 0.385). All approaches are
similar in other metrics such as precision at 100 (shown in Table 3;
precision at other cut-off levels: 5, 10, 20, is also similar across
methods).
However, in terms of exposure, both standard learning to rank
and DELTR with small γ yield less exposure to women than the
colorblind approach, which in turn gives slightly less exposure
to women than DELTR with large γ . This is more clearly seen in
Figure 3. Indeed, in these experiments, learning-to-rank using the
protected feature (gender) exacerbates the difference in favor of men
with respect to the colorblind approach, which can be corrected
with DELTR with large γ . Figure 3 depicts the distributions of
ranking positions for men and women under the four settings we
tested.
Experiment 3: Engineering students, high school type as pro-
tected attribute. In this experiment, we consider students coming
from public high schools as the protected group and those from
private high schools as the non-protected. Results appear on Ta-
ble 3 (γsmall = 100K , γlarge = 5M). The colorblind learning to
rank approach places more students from private high schools than
students from public high schools on top (Figure 4), thus giving
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(a) Colorblind LTR
(b) LTR
(c) DELTR, small γ
(d) DELTR, large γ
Figure 2: Distribution of men (blue) and women (orange)
along rankings in the W3C experts dataset, using gender as
the protected attribute. The training data has been biased
against women by breaking ties in expertise always in fa-
vor of men. Top: while the colorblind learning-to-rank ap-
proach distributes women evenly, the inclusion of gender
leads learning-to-rank to place all women in the bottom po-
sitions. Bottom:DELTR reduces the impact of the bias in the
training set with respect to standard learning to rank.
them more exposure despite the fact that they do not perform bet-
ter in terms of grades (as shown by the data characterization plots
on Appendix C). This suggests that equal scores in the standard-
ized tests are to be interpreted differently for public and private
schools, because of unequal baselines in educational performances
of the school types. The standard learning to rank approach, in-
corporating the high school feature, places students from public
high schools above; this is also reflected by a better Kendall’s τ and
higher precision at 100 (same for precision at 5, 10, 20). DELTR,
given that students from the protected group already receive more
exposure than the students in the non-protected group, does not
further increase their exposure, preserving the quality of the rank-
ing result (due to the asymmetry of the method and the hinge loss
function that we use).
Experiment 4: Law students, gender as protected attribute.
We use a sample of 10% of this dataset in this experiment. Our
training data corresponds to 80% of all candidates in this sample,
and we consider women as the protected group. The ground truth
is created by sorting students by decreasing grades upon finishing
the first year.
Table 3 summarizes the results obtained by applying the ranker
with γsmall = 3K and γlarge = 50K . The distribution of men and
women in the resulting rankings are shown in Appendix D. All
approaches are similar in terms of Kendall’s τ between the order
predicted by the ranking and their order by grades (τ ≈ 0.18− 0.20).
All approaches are also similar in other metrics such as precision at
500 (shown in Table 3; precision at other cut-off levels compare sim-
ilarly across methods). However, while all methods behave similar
in terms of relevance, results differ in terms of the relative exposure
of men and women.
In the law student dataset women comprise 44% of the students,
compared to 21% in the engineering students dataset; there is also a
much smaller difference in terms of academic performance between
men and women than in the engineering students dataset. This
small difference is, however, exacerbated by the standard learning-
to-rank approach, which creates a further disadvantage in terms of
exposure and median position. In contrast, DELTR with increasing
values of γ makes this difference smaller, as expected: the larger
the γ , the smaller the difference. Figures in Appendix D depict the
distributions of ranking positions for men and women under the
four settings we tested.
Experiment 5: Law students, race as protected attribute. In
this experiment, students of an ethnic minority are considered as
protected group.
Results appear on Table 3 (γsmall = 1M , γlarge = 50M). Color-
blind learning to rank places black students slightly lower than
white students, which corresponds to their lower high school and
admission test results (further details in the data characterization
plots of Appendix C). In contrast, the standard learning to rank
approach weights the sensitive feature ‘race’ to such extent that
all black students are ranked to the lowest positions, even those
students who scored well in terms of grades and standardized tests.
This is a case in which learning to rank performs worse both
in terms of precision (i.e., selecting the wrong students), as well
as in exposure, by showing that it can introduce a disadvantage to
individuals who, while having good academic performance, happen
to belong to a socially disadvantaged group. DELTR corrects this
bias, with a penalty in terms of precision. It allows us to balance
between exposure and performance of the students, i.e. it readjusts
the feature weights in a way such that ‘race’ does not play such
a salient role in the ranking decision anymore. At the same time,
DELTR does not place students with bad qualifications in the top
positions, because the weight adjustment results in stressing aca-
demic features, instead of sensitive features. Figures in Appendix D
depict the distributions of ranking positions for students in these
experiments.
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(a) Colorblind LTR
(b) LTR
(c) DELTR, small γ
(d) DELTR, large γ
Figure 3: Distribution of men (blue) and women (orange)
along rankings in the engineering university dataset, us-
ing gender as the protected attribute. Colorblind learning
to rank shows an important difference in exposure between
men and women, and learning to rank using the protected
attribute increases this difference evenmore. The difference
in exposure is mitigated by applying DELTR.
Running time. All experiments were performed in a commodity
desktop PC (Intel i5, 16GB RAM) running Ubuntu Linux. The imple-
mentation was done in Octave. The time to complete experiments,
dominated by training time, was about 45 hours for the W3C ex-
perts dataset per fold, about 8 hours for the engineering students
dataset per fold and about 3 hours for the law students dataset
sample.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Rankings obtained using learning to rank can reproduce and even
exaggerate differences in exposure between groups. In this paper
we have presented an extension to learning to rank, DELTR, that
can mitigate differences in exposure.
(a) Colorblind LTR
(b) LTR
(c) DELTR, small γ
(d) DELTR, large γ
Figure 4: Distribution of students from private (blue) and
public (orange) high schools along rankings in the engineer-
ing university dataset. Given that the protected group (stu-
dents from public high schools) tend to have high school
grades that are slightly lower than students from private
schools but grades that are similar, the learning to rank ap-
proach that uses all attributes produces less difference in ex-
posure than the colorblind approach. DELTR preserves this
balance.
Specifically, we have shown how to extend a list-wise learning
to rank method with an objective that measures the extent to which
non-protected elements receive more exposure than protected ele-
ments. This is done by (abusing notation) replacing the standard
learning to rank loss L(y, yˆ), which considers the difference between
predicted rankings yˆ and training rankings y, with L(y, yˆ) + γU (yˆ).
This includes an additional penalizationU (yˆ) measuring the differ-
ence of exposure between protected and non-protected elements
in the predicted rankings yˆ. We have implemented this approach
using a linear scoring function and top-one probabilities, but other
implementations are possible.
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Experimentally, we have observed that there are situations in
which a colorblind learning to rank approach might be preferred to
a learning to rank approach that can use protected features. In par-
ticular, this seems to be the case when the training data is strongly
biased against the protected group, without any relationship with
utility. However, there are other situations in which it is better
to allow learning to rank to use the protected feature(s). In both
situations, our approach can maintain relevance while substantially
reducing the gap in exposure between elements in the protected and
non-protected group. Training sets can be biased, and indeed they
often are biased, which is one of the key motivations for studying
algorithmic fairness. Our approach has no assumptions on whether
the ground truth is biased or not.
Limitations and future work. The parameter γ provides great
flexibility for combining in the objective relevance with respect to
the training data and avoiding large differences in exposure. To
set it, we looked at the scale of L and U , which depend on many
factors including the number of items to be ranked, and then started
with a value of γ that reflected the ratio of these scales. However,
more work is required to provide a systematic way of setting this
parameter, and to understand the implications of different values.
We have considered a binary setting in which elements can be
non-protected (G0) or protected (G1), but multiple protected groups
can be defined (Gp ,p ≥ 1). Our differential exposure criterion of
Equation 5 can be easily extended to consider, for instance, the
maximum difference in exposure between the non-protected and
any protected group:
U (yˆ(q)) = max
(
0,max
p≥1
(
Exposure(G0 |Pyˆ (q) ) − Exposure(Gp |Pyˆ (q) )
))2
Gradients can be easily computed. However, additional experimen-
tal validation, which we intend to undertake as future work, would
be needed in this case.
A clear next step in the future development of the method is
to extend the idea of optimizing simultaneously for performance
and exposure to other types of learning to rank methods (pair- and
point-wise). However, pair- and point-wise optimization functions
present a challenge in expressing disparate exposure for an entire
group of documents in a way that can be optimized efficiently, as
in these cases at most two documents are seen at a time, instead
of complete lists. Further research is needed to understand how to
express group exposure under these settings.
Reproducibility. Computed features for the datasets used in our
experiments, as well as code implementingDELTR, will be available
for research purposes with the camera-ready version of this paper.
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APPENDIX
A GRADIENT OF OUR LOSS FUNCTION
To use gradient descent we need to derive each summand of our
new loss function LDELTR :
∂LDELTR
(
y(q), yˆ(q)
)
∂ω
= ∂L(y
(q), yˆ(q))
∂ω
+ γ · ∂U (yˆ
(q))
∂ω
(9)
Derivative of L: Let us define ei,q = exp(fω (x
(q)
i )). As shown by
Cao et al. [5], the derivative of the cross entropy measure is
∂L(y(q), yˆ(q))
∂ω
= −
n∑
i=1
Py (q) (x
(q)
i )
∂ fω (x
(q)
i )
∂ω
+ 1∑n
i=1 ei,q
n∑
k=1
ek,q
∂ fω (x
(q)
i )
∂ω
We recall from Section 3.4 that fω (x
(q)
i ) = ω1x
(q)
i,1 + ω2x
(q)
i,2 +
. . . + ωkx
(q)
i,k with x
(q)
i being a feature vector for document i which
contains of k features, and hence ∂fω (x
(q)
i )
∂ωj
= x (q)i, j .
Derivative ofU : From Equation 7 we have that
Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i ) =
ei,q∑n
k=1 ek,q
Hence, the inner derivative of the top-one probability with respect
to coordinate ωj is:
∂Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i )
∂ωj
=
ei,qx
(q)
i, j ·
∑n
k=1 ek,q − ei,q
∑n
k=1 ek,q · x
(q)
k, j(∑n
k=1 ek,q
)2
(10)
We summarize these equations into a vector ω such that we can
write a single equation:
∂Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i )
∂ω
=
ei,qx
(q)
i ·
∑n
k=1 ek,q − ei,q
∑n
k=1 ek,q · x
(q)
k(∑n
k=1 ek,q
)2
(11)
Finally the gradient becomes,
∂U (yˆ(q))
∂ω
=
2
©­­«
1
|G0 |
∑
x (q)i ∈G0
Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i ) · v1 −
1
|G1 |
∑
x (q)i ∈G1
Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i ) · v1
ª®®¬
·©­­«
1
|G0 |
∑
x (q)i ∈G0
∂Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i )
∂ω
· v1 − 1|G1 |
∑
x (q)i ∈G1
∂Pyˆ (q)(fω )(x
(q)
i )
∂ω
· v1
ª®®¬
(12)
B TREC FEATURES
We added a gender feature by looking at the names and sometimes
homepages of the people listed in the dataset. We used 18 text re-
trieval features features computed using Elasticsearch’s Learning To
Rank Plug-in (https://github.com/o19s/elasticsearch-learning-to-rank).
1-3. Normalized matching score in body or subject, body, subject
4-6. Number of matching terms in body or subject, body, subject
7-10. Minimum, maximum, stdev, and sum of document frequen-
cies of matching terms
11-14. Minimum, maximum, stdev, and sum of inverse document
frequencies of matching terms
15-18. Minimum, maximum, stdev, and sum of term frequencies of
matching terms
Features were computed over a query that is composed of multi-
ple query terms. For instance, for the topic “EXTRAIN04 User Agent
Accessibility Guidelines” we used terms “rehabilitation, accesskey,
assistive, wai, ua, visually, braille, agent, disability, disabilities, blind,
accessibility, access, uaag, guidelines”. The list of terms for all the
queries is in our data release.
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C DATASET INSIGHTS FOR ENGINEERING
AND LAW STUDENTS
C.1 Engineering Students
Figure 5(a) shows that, while women tend to have higher high
school grades than men and perform better in the standardized
language test, they perform worse than men in the standardized
math and science tests (which have more weight than the language
test in the formula used for university admission), and have lower
grades once they enter university.
Figure 5(b) shows that, in our dataset, students from public
schools tend to have slightly lower high school grades and test
scores, but do not perform worse in terms of grades once they are
admitted to the university.
(a) Test scores and grades by gender
(b) Test scores and grades by high school type
Figure 5: Differences in academic success in relation to gen-
der and high school types, and across the different features
used to predict success in the engineering students dataset.
C.2 Law Students
Figure 6 shows that, as in the case of the engineering students
dataset, while women tend to have higher high school grades than
men, they perform worse than men in the university entrance test,
and have slightly lower grades once they enter university.
Figure 6(b) shows that in the case of race the differences in
test scores, high school grades, and university grades, are quite
substantial between white and black students.
(a) Test scores and grades by gender
(b) Test scores and grades by race
Figure 6: Differences in academic success in relation to gen-
der and race, and across the different features used to predict
success in the law students dataset.
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D OBTAINED RANKINGS FOR LAW
STUDENTS
Figures 7 and 8 depict the resulting rankings from the different
learning to rank approaches.
(a) Colorblind LTR
(b) LTR
(c) DELTR, small γ
(d) DELTR, large γ
Figure 7: Distribution of men and women along rankings
in the law students dataset. Colorblind learning to rank
shows an increased difference in exposure betweenmen and
women, compared to the ground truth, and learning to rank
using the protected attribute increases this difference even
more. The difference in exposure is mitigated by applying
DELTR.
(a) Colorblind LTR
(b) LTR
(c) DELTR, small γ
(d) DELTR, large γ
Figure 8: Distribution of white (blue) and black (orange) stu-
dents along rankings in the law school dataset. Colorblind
learning to rank shows an important difference in expo-
sure betweenwhite and black students, and learning to rank
using the protected attribute increases this difference even
more. DELTR levels this imbalance out with increasing γ .
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